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Abstract. Verified compilers like CompCert and CakeML offer increasingly sophisticated optimizations. However, their deterministic source
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Why Accuracy Matters
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```plaintext
(* require(1.0 ≤ x ≤ 100.0 ∧
    1.0 ≤ y ≤ 100.0)
*)

fun cartToPol_x (x:double, y:double):double =
    sqrt((x * x) + (y * y))
```

machine code
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(* require(1.0 ≤ x ≤ 100.0 ∧
    1.0 ≤ y ≤ 100.0) *)

output error: $2^{-5}$ *)

fun cartToPol_x (x:double, y:double):double =
    sqrt((x * x) + (y * y))

program designed for unavoidable
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Why Accuracy Matters

(* require(1.0 ≤ x ≤ 100.0 ∧ 1.0 ≤ y ≤ 100.0) *)
output error: 2^(-5) *)

fun cartToPol_x (x:double, y:double):double =
    sqrt((x * x) + (y * y))

program designed for unavoidable input and output errors

roundoff error ≤ output error

error refinement
any optimized implementation below output error is fine
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The RealCake Compiler Zoomed In

- **source program with output error**
  - real-valued semantics
  - error refinement proof

- **optimized program**
  - fast-math optimizer
  - relaxed floating-point semantics
  - accuracy analysis
  - accuracy bound

- **machine code**
  - oracle-based to encode non-determinism
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fun jetEngine(x1:double, x2:double):double =
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(* output error: $2^{-5}$,
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(* output error: $2^{-5}$,
precondition $P$: $0.0 \leq x_1 \leq 5.0 \land -20.0 \leq x_2 \leq 5.0$ *)

fun jetEngine(x1:double, x2:double):double =
  opt: (let
  val t = (((3.0 * x1) * x1) + (2.0 * x2)) - x1
  val t2 = (((3.0 * x1) * x1) - (2.0 * x2)) - x1
  val d = (x1 * x1) + 1.0
  val s = t / d
  val s2 = t2 / d
  in
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double operations
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(* guaranteed error bound: $2^{-5}$,
precondition $P$: $0.0 \leq x1 \leq 5.0 \land -20.0 \leq x2 \leq 5.0 *$

fun jetEngine(x1:double, x2:double):double =

noopt: (let
val t = fma((x1+x1)+x1, x1, (x2 + x2) - x1)
val t2 = fma((x1+x1)+x1, x1, fma(-2.0, x2, -x1))
val d = fma(x1, x1, 1.0)
val s = t / d
val s2 = t2 / d

in
x1 + fma(x1 * d, fma((s - 3.0) + (s - 3.0), s, x1 * fma(4.0, s, -6.0)),
  fma(x1 * x1, ((s + s) + s) + x1,
    x1 + ((s2 + s2) + s2)))
end)
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(* guaranteed error bound: $2^{-5}$, precondition $P: 0.0 \leq x_1 \leq 5.0 \land -20.0 \leq x_2 \leq 5.0 (*)

fun jetEngine(x1:double, x2:double):double =

noopt: (let
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  end)

faster, locally more accurate
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machine code from IEEE-754 preserving compilation in CakeML

disallow further optimization
jetEngineInputsInPrecond \((s_1, s_2)(w_1, w_2)\) \(\land\) environmentOk \([\text{jetEngine}; s_1; s_2], fs\) \(\Rightarrow\) \(\exists w \ r.\)

CakeMLevaluatesAndPrints \((\text{jetEngineCode}, s_1, s_2, fs)(\text{toString } w)\) \(\land\)
initialFPcodeReturns \(\text{jetEngineUnopt}(w_1, w_2) w\) \(\land\)
realSemanticsReturns \(\text{jetEngineUnopt}(w_1, w_2) r\) \(\land\) abs \((\text{fpToReal } w - r)\) \(\leq 2^{-5}\)
The Final Specification Theorem

\[
\text{jetEngineInputsInPrecond} (s_1, s_2) (w_1, w_2) \land \text{environmentOk} ([\text{jetEngine} ; s_1 ; s_2], fs) \Rightarrow \\
\exists w \ r.
\]

\[
\text{CakeMLEvaluatesAndPrints} (\text{jetEngineCode}, s_1, s_2, fs) (\text{toString} \ w) \land \\
\text{initialFPcodeReturns} \ \text{jetEngineUnopt} (w_1, w_2) \ w \land \\
\text{realSemanticsReturns} \ \text{jetEngineUnopt} (w_1, w_2) \ r \land \text{abs} (\text{fpToReal} \ w - r) \leq 2^{-5}
\]
The Final Specification Theorem
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the program is run with the correct inputs

jetEngineInputsInPrecond (s₁, s₂) (w₁, w₂) \land \text{environmentOk} ([jetEngine; s₁; s₂], fs) \Rightarrow \\
\exists w \, r. \\
\text{CakeMLevaluatesAndPrints} (jet\text{EngineCode}, s₁, s₂, fs) (\text{toString} w) \land \\
\text{initialFPcodeReturns} jet\text{EngineUnopt} (w₁, w₂) w \land \\
\text{realSemanticsReturns} jet\text{EngineUnopt} (w₁, w₂) r \land \text{abs} (\text{fpToReal} w - r) \leq 2^{-5}
The Final Specification Theorem

inputs in specified constraints

program returns double word w

the program is run with the correct inputs

jetEngineInputsInPrecond \( s_1, s_2 \) \( (w_1, w_2) \) \( \land \) environmentOk (\( [jetEngine; s_1; s_2], fs \)) \( \Rightarrow \)
\[ \exists w \ r. \]
CakeMLEvaluatesAndPrints (\( jetEngineCode, s_1, s_2, fs \)) (toString \( w \)) \( \land \)
initialFPcodeReturns \( jetEngineUnopt \ (w_1, w_2) \) \( w \) \( \land \)
realSemanticsReturns \( jetEngineUnopt \ (w_1, w_2) \) \( r \) \( \land \) abs (fpToReal \( w \) \( - r \)) \( \leq 2^{-5} \)
The Final Specification Theorem

inputs in specified constraints

program returns double word w

the program is run with the correct inputs

jetEngineInputsInPrecond_1(s_1, s_2)(w_1, w_2) \land \text{environmentOk}([\text{jetEngine}; s_1; s_2], fs) \Rightarrow \exists w \ r.

\text{CakeMLevaluatesAndPrints} (\text{jetEngineCode}, s_1, s_2, fs)(\text{toString} \ w) \land \text{initialFPcodeReturns} \ jetEngineUnopt (w_1, w_2) \ w \land \text{realSemanticsReturns} \ jetEngineUnopt (w_1, w_2) \ r \land |\text{fpToReal} \ w - r| \leq 2^{-5}

w also result of nondeterministic semantics
The Final Specification Theorem

inputs in specified constraints

program returns double word w

the program is run with the correct inputs

jetEngineInputsInPrecond \((s_1, s_2)(w_1, w_2) \land \text{environmentOk}([\text{jetEngine}; s_1; s_2], fs) \Rightarrow \exists w \ r.\)

\text{CakeMLevaluatesAndPrints} (\text{jetEngineCode}, s_1, s_2, fs) (\text{toString} w) \land
\text{initialFPcodeReturns} \text{jetEngineUnopt} (w_1, w_2) w \land
\text{realSemanticsReturns} \text{jetEngineUnopt} (w_1, w_2) r \land \text{abs (fpToReal} w - r) \leq 2^{-5}\)

w also result of nondeterministic semantics

real-number semantics returns r
inputs in specified constraints

program returns double word w

the program is run with the correct inputs

w also result of nondeterministic semantics

real-number semantics returns r

output error sound
The Final Specification Theorem

The program returns double word $w$.

The program is run with the correct inputs.

RealCake is the first verified compiler that proves end-to-end accuracy bounds for compiled fast-math optimized programs.
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\[ ((x + y) + z) \rightarrow x + (y + z) \]

move constants to right-hand sides
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\( (x \times y) + (x \times z) \rightarrow x \times (y + z) \)

\( x - y \rightarrow x + ((-1) \times y) \)

\( ((x + y) + z \rightarrow x + (y + z) \)

move constants to right-hand sides
RealCake’s Four-Phase-Optimizer

canonical form → undistribute → peephole optimizer

\[(x \times y) + (x \times z) \rightarrow x \times (y + z)\]

\[x - y \rightarrow x + ((-1) \times y)\]

\[((x + y) + z) \rightarrow x + (y + z)\]

move constants to right-hand sides
RealCake’s Four-Phase-Optimizer

canonical form  \[ (x \times y) + (x \times z) \rightarrow x \times (y + z) \]

undistribute

peephole optimizer

- \[ x \times 0 \rightarrow 0 \]
- \[ x \times 1 \rightarrow x \]
- \[ x \times -1 \rightarrow -x \]
- \[ x \times 2 \rightarrow x + x \]
- \[ x \times 3 \rightarrow x + (x + x) \]
- \[ x \times y + z \rightarrow \text{fma}(x, y, z) \] ...

move constants to right-hand sides
RealCake’s Four-Phase-Optimizer

- canonical form
- undistribute
- peephole optimizer
- balance trees

(x × y) + (x × z) → x × (y + z)

x − y → x + ((−1) × y)
((x + y) + z → x + (y + z)

move constants to right-hand sides

x × 0 → 0
x × 1 → x
x × −1 → −x
x × 2 → x + x
x × 3 → x + (x + x)
x × y + z → fma(x, y, z) ...

move constants to right-hand sides
RealCake’s Four-Phase-Optimizer

**canonical form**

\[(x \times y) + (x \times z) \rightarrow x \times (y + z)\]

**undistribute**

\[x - y \rightarrow x + ((-1) \times y)\]
\[((x + y) + z) \rightarrow x + (y + z)\]

*move constants to right-hand sides*

**peephole optimizer**

\[w + (x + (y + z)) \rightarrow (w + x) + (y + z)\]

**balance trees**

\[x \times 0 \rightarrow 0\]
\[x \times 1 \rightarrow x\]
\[x \times -1 \rightarrow -x\]
\[x \times 2 \rightarrow x + x\]
\[x \times 3 \rightarrow x + (x + x)\]
\[x \ast y + z \rightarrow \text{fma}(x, y, z) ...\]
RealCake’s Four-Phase-Optimizer

canonical form → undistribute → peephole optimizer → balance trees

each phase proven correct for relaxed floating-point semantics

$x - y \to x + ((-1) \times y)$

$(x + y) + z \to x + (y + z)$

move constants to right-hand sides

$x \times -1 \to -x$

$x \times 2 \to x + x$

$x \times 3 \to x + (x + x)$

$x \times y + z \to \text{fma}(x, y, z) \ldots$
## Experimental Results – Roundoff Errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>fast-math</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cartToPol</td>
<td>$2.815\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.463\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delta</td>
<td>$1.970\times10^{-13}$</td>
<td>$2.940\times10^{-12}$</td>
<td>-198%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doppler2</td>
<td>$6.534\times10^{-13}$</td>
<td>$1.639\times10^{-12}$</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid</td>
<td>$7.621\times10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$7.727\times10^{-15}$</td>
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## Experimental Results – Performance
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RealCake:

• proves error refinement for CakeML programs
• extends CakeML with oracle-based floating-point semantics
• optimizes with fast-math-style optimizations
Conclusion

RealCake:

- proves **error refinement for CakeML programs**
- extends CakeML with **oracle-based floating-point semantics**
- optimizes with **fast-math-style optimizations**
- is integrated into official CakeML codebase: [https://code.cakeml.org](https://code.cakeml.org)
Concluding remarks in the paper:
- verified constant lifting optimization
- heuristic to avoid slow-downs
- integration into CakeML toolchain
- implementation of real-numbered and IEEE-754 semantics